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Sweet Basil Seeds
Tukmaria, Sabja

Black Cumin Seeds
Kala Jeera / Shahi Jeera

Sweet, Earthy, Nutty
Used often in Masala blends 
Not to be confused with ajwain
(caraway) or kalonji (black
onion)

Subtle, Floral, slightly sweet
Used often in Indian drinks like
Falooda, rather than in savoury
dishes
Need to be soaked before use ,

Carom Seeds
Ajwain

Coriander Seeds
Sabut Dhania

Strong, slightly bitter and
thyme-scented
Used in pakoras, samosa
dough and other savoury
snacks
Used in small quanities and
usually whole

Mellow, citrusy and sweet
Used often in Masala blends,
pickles and savoury dishes 
Can also be dry roasted and
ground or used crushed 

Cumin Seeds
Jeera

Fennel Seeds
Saunf

Fenugreek Seeds
Methi Dana

Black Mustard Seeds
Rai / Mohri

Nigella Seeds
Kalonji

 Pomegranate Seeds
 Anardana

White Poppy Seeds
Khus Khus

 White Sesame Seeds
 Til 

Warm, earthy, slightly bitter
Used often fried in oil for
'tadka' (tempering) in all
savoury dishes
Often used whole or can be dry
roasted and ground

Light, sweet, licorice flavour
Often used crushed or
ground in savoury dishes 
Commonly used as a mouth
freshner after meals

Bitter, nutty and slightly sweet
Used in tempering savoury
dishes,  in dosa & idli batter,
in pickles, and sambar & other
dals 
Can be dry roasted and ground

Pungent and spicy
Used frequently as a tempering
in all savoury dishes
Always used whole
Use brown or black, not white
mustard seeds

Smoky, nutty and bitter 
Used on top of naan, other
breads and pastries, and as a
tempering 
Used in Bengali Panch Poran

Sweet, tart and sour
Used to give sourness in
dishes like Chana Masala
(Chole)
Can be powered 

Nutty, sweet flavour 
Used to thicken savoury dishes
and in the popular Bengali
dish 'Aloo Posto' 
Use toasted or soaked 

Mild, nutty and sweet
Toasted and used in
savoury dishes as well as
sweet dishes like Til Chikki.
Popular in Marathi cuisine

Melon Seeds
Tarbooz ke Beej / Magaz

Subtle, nutty and sweet
Soaked and ground, then used
to thicken rich savoury dishes
like Korma 
Also used for sweet halwa

Whole spices are one of the most important components of Indian cookery. Being able to layer
different textures and flavours with spices is what brings complexity, balance and depth to a

dish. Once you understand the individual flavour aroma and use of each spice you'll be
empowered to take your cooking to the next level. 

Seeds can be used for many things - bringing texture and bite to a dish, as well as adding spice,
sweetness, freshness or tanginess. Some seeds can even be soaked and ground to replicate a

creamy texture which is used to thicken Indian gravies.

For the full article visit: https://www.ohmyveg.co.uk/whole-seeds


